SCHOLARWORKS AT UMASS BOSTON ...

ScholarWorks is a hosted, open access, institutional repository that makes faculty publications openly searchable and accessible, raising your college’s visibility and outreach throughout the world. ScholarWorks can include preprints, author’s accepted manuscripts (post-prints), and final copies of journal articles; working papers, dissertations and theses, conference proceedings, posters, presentations, video and audio, data sets (with some limitations), and a variety of formats and content types. Applications and software cannot be stored on ScholarWorks. A service of the Joseph P. Healey Library, content on ScholarWorks is indexed and accessible via search engines like Google. In AY2013-14, the site hosted more than 4,000 publications receiving nearly 300,000 full-text downloads, as well as 47 personal Author Pages.

OPEN ACCESS AT UMASS BOSTON

In 2012, Faculty Council at UMass Boston approved a campus-wide open access policy and supported the establishment of a Committee on Scholarly Communication. The open access policy requires faculty members to provide an electronic copy of the author’s final version of an article, unless an exemption is requested, to a ScholarWorks administrator in the Healey Library by the date of publication. Copies of articles should be submitted to library.uasc@umb.edu. To view the policy and to learn more about negotiating agreements with publishers, visit scholarworks.umb.edu/for_authors.html.

AUTHOR PAGES

In addition to departmental and program sections on ScholarWorks, every faculty member and researcher at UMass Boston may also upload publications, presentations, posters, videos, and more to a personal Author Page for worldwide access. Your ScholarWorks Author Page may include works created at any time in your career – before, during, and after your time at UMass Boston. Author Pages, while a part of the campus ScholarWorks service, are hosted by the Berkeley Electronic Press and belong to the author, not the University. To request your Author Page, email library.uasc@umb.edu.

COPYRIGHT

For resources related to copyright, what might be included on an Author Page, and for more information about ScholarWorks, please visit scholarworks.umb.edu/for_authors.html.

READERSHIP REPORTS

Authors using ScholarWorks and Author Pages receive detailed monthly reports for their publications showing how many times they have been downloaded and more.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

Conference organizers can use ScholarWorks to assist in the planning process and to host conference proceedings. To explore this option, contact a ScholarWorks administrator at Healey Library: library.uasc@umb.edu.

JOURNAL PUBLISHING

ScholarWorks’ journal publishing platform can host online, open access, department-sponsored journals. There are currently 4 campus journals using the platform: the New England Journal of Public Policy, Human Architecture, the Trotter Review, and Current Issues in Emerging eLearning. To learn more, contact a ScholarWorks administrator at Healey Library: library.uasc@umb.edu.